


KJV Bible Word Studies for NARROW



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

Anaharath 0588 ## &Anacharath {an-aw-kha-rawth'}; probably from the same root as 5170; a gorge or 
narrow pass; Anacharath, a place in Palestine: -- {Anaharath}. 

anguish 4689 ## matsowq {maw-tsoke'}; from 6693; a narrow place, i.e. (abstractly and figuratively) 
confinement or disability: -- {anguish}, distress, straitness. 

distress 4689 ## matsowq {maw-tsoke'}; from 6693; a narrow place, i.e. (abstractly and figuratively) 
confinement or disability: -- anguish, {distress}, straitness. 

narrow 0213 ## &uwts {oots}; a primitive root; to press; (by implication) to be close, hurry, withdraw: -- 
(make) haste(-n, -y), labor, be {narrow}. 

narrow 0331 ## &atam {aw-tam'}; a primitive root; to close (the lips or ears); by analology to contract (a 
window by bevelled jambs): -- {narrow}, shut, stop. 

narrow 2346 # thlibo {thlee'-bo}; akin to the base of 5147; to crowd (literally or figuratively): -- afflict, 
{narrow}, throng, suffer tribulation, trouble. 

narrow 3334 ## yatsar {yaw-tsar'}; a primitive root; to press (intransitive), i.e . be narrow; figuratively, be 
in distress: -- be distressed, be {narrow}, be straitened (in straits), be vexed. 

narrow 6862 ## tsar {tsar}; or tsar {tsawr}; from 6887; narrow; (as a noun) a tight place (usually 
figuratively, i.e. trouble); also a pebble (as in 6864); (transitive) an opponent (as crowding): -- adversary, 
afflicted(-tion), anguish, close, distress, enemy, flint, foe, {narrow}, small, sorrow, strait, tribulation, 
trouble. 

strait 4728 # stenos {sten-os'}; probably from the base of 2476; narrow (from obstacles standing close 
about): -- {strait}. 

straitness 4689 ## matsowq {maw-tsoke'}; from 6693; a narrow place, i.e. (abstractly and figuratively) 
confinement or disability: -- anguish, distress, {straitness}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

narrow 00213 ## 'uwts {oots} ; a primitive root ; to press ; (by implication) to be close , hurry , withdraw : -- (make) haste (- n ,-y) , labor , be {narrow} . 

narrow 00331 ## 'atam {aw-tam'} ; a primitive root ; to close (the lips or ears) ; by analology to contract (a window by bevelled jambs) : -- {narrow} , shut , stop . 

narrow 00588 ## 'Anacharath {an-aw-kha-rawth'} ; probably from the same root as 05170 ; a gorge or {narrow} pass ; Anacharath , a place in Palestine : -- Anaharath . 

narrow 00594 ## 'anak {an-awk'} ; probably from an unused root meaning to be {narrow} ; according to most a plumb-line , and to others a hook : -- plumb-line . 

narrow 01516 ## gay'{gah'- ee} ; or (shortened) gay {gah'- ee} ; probably (by transmutation) from the same root as 01466 (abbreviated) ; a gorge (from its lofty sides ; hence , {narrow} , but not a gully or winter-torrent) : -
- valley . 

narrow 02596 ## chanak {khaw-nak'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to {narrow} (compare 026l4) ; figuratively , to initiate or discipline : -- dedicate , train up . 

narrow 02614 ## chanaq {khaw-nak'} ; a primitive root [compare 02596 ] ; to be {narrow} ; by implication , to throttle , or (reflex .) to choke oneself to death (by a rope) : -- hang self , strangle . 

narrow 03334 ## yatsar {yaw-tsar'} ; a primitive root ; to press (intransitive) , i . e . be {narrow} ; figuratively , be in distress : -- be distressed , be narrow , be straitened (in straits) , be vexed . 

narrow 04689 ## matsowq {maw-tsoke'} ; from 06693 ; a {narrow} place , i . e . (abstractly and figuratively) confinement or disability : -- anguish , distress , straitness . 

narrow 04690 ## matsuwq {maw-tsook'} ; or matsuq {maw-tsook'} ; from 06693 ; something {narrow} , i . e . a column or hilltop : -- pillar , situate . 

narrow 04934 ## mish` owl {mish-ole'} ; from the same as 08168 ; a hollow , i . e . a {narrow} passage : -- path . 

narrow 05158 ## nachal {nakh'- al} ; or (feminine) nachlah (Psalm 124 : 4) {nakh'- law} ; or nachalah (Ezekiel 47 : 19 ; 48 : 28) {nakh-al-aw'} ; from 05157 in its original sense ; a stream , especially a winter torrent ; (by 
implication) a ({narrow}) valley (in which a brook runs) ; also a shaft (of a mine) : -- brook , flood , river , stream , valley . 

narrow 06862 ## tsar {tsar} ; or tsar {tsawr} ; from 06887 ; narrow ; (as a noun) a tight place (usually figuratively , i . e . trouble) ; also a pebble (as in 06864) ; (transitive) an opponent (as crowding) : -- adversary , 
afflicted (- tion) , anguish , close , distress , enemy , flint , foe , {narrow} , small , sorrow , strait , tribulation , trouble . 

narrow 06862 ## tsar {tsar} ; or tsar {tsawr} ; from 06887 ; {narrow} ; (as a noun) a tight place (usually figuratively , i . e . trouble) ; also a pebble (as in 06864) ; (transitive) an opponent (as crowding) : -- adversary , 
afflicted (- tion) , anguish , close , distress , enemy , flint , foe , narrow , small , sorrow , strait , tribulation , trouble . 

narrow 2346 - thlibo {thlee'-bo}; akin to the base of 5147; to crowd (literally or figuratively): -- afflict, {narrow}, throng, suffer tribulation, trouble. 

narrow 2889 - kosmos {kos'-mos}; probably from the base of 2865; orderly arrangement, i.e. decoration; by implication, the world (in a wide or {narrow} sense, including its inhabitants, literally or figuratively [morally]): 
-- adorning, world. 

narrow 4612 - simikinthion {sim-ee-kin'-thee-on}; of Latin origin; a semicinctium or half-girding, i.e. {narrow} covering (apron): -- apron. 

narrow 4728 - stenos {sten-os'}; probably from the base of 2476; {narrow} (from obstacles standing close about): -- strait. 

narrowed 04052 ## migra` ah {mig-raw-aw'} ; from 01639 ; a ledge or offset : -- {narrowed} rest . 

narrower 06887 ## tsarar {tsaw-rar'} ; a primitive root ; to cramp , literally or figuratively , transitive or intransitive (as follows) : -- adversary , (be in) afflict (- ion) , beseige , bind (up) , (be in , bring) distress , enemy , 
{narrower} , oppress , pangs , shut up , be in a strait (trouble) , vex . 

narrowly 07688 ## shagach {shaw-gakh'} ; a primitive root ; to peep , i . e . glance sharply at : -- look ({narrowly}) . 

narrowly 08104 ## shamar {shaw-mar'} ; a primitive root ; properly , to hedge about (as with thorns) , i . e . guard ; generally , to protect , attend to , etc . : -- beward , be circumspect , take heed (to self) , keep (- er , self) , 
mark , look {narrowly} , observe , preserve , regard , reserve , save (self) , sure , (that lay) wait (for) , watch (- man) . 

narrowness 04164 ## muwtsaq {moo-tsak'} ; or muwtsaq {moo-tsawk'} ; from 03332 ; {narrowness} ; figuratively , distress : -- anguish , is straitened , straitness . 

narrowness 04691 ## m@tsuwqah {mets-oo-kaw'} ; or m@tsuqah {mets-oo-kaw'} ; feminine of 04690 ; {narrowness} , i . e . (figuratively) trouble : -- anguish , distress . 

narrowness 06694 ## tsuwq {tsook} ; a primitive root [identical with 06693 through the idea of {narrowness} (of orifice) ] ; to pour out , i . e . (figuratively) smelt , utter : -- be molten , pour . 

narrowness 4730 - stenochoria {sten-okh-o-ree'-ah}; from a compound of 4728 and 5561; {narrowness} of room, i.e. (figuratively) calamity: -- anguish, distress. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

0598 + thee and press +/ . apothlibo {ap-oth-lee'-bo}; from 0575 + at + On + on + ago + off + since + and on 
+ was at + before + them at + because + begin at + out before + from among + to forsake + woman since + 
in you since + by the space + can ye escape + have been since + as was not since +/ and 2346 + afflicted + 
and narrow + the afflicted + We are troubled + we be afflicted + suffer tribulation + they should throng + 
but we were troubled + to them that trouble + And to you who are troubled +/ ; to crowd (from every side): 
--press . 

2346 + afflicted + and narrow + the afflicted + We are troubled + we be afflicted + suffer tribulation + they 
should throng + but we were troubled + to them that trouble + And to you who are troubled +/ . thlibo 
{thlee'-bo}; akin to the base of 5147 + his paths +/ ; to crowd (literally or figuratively): --afflict, narrow, 
throng, suffer tribulation, trouble . 

2347 + trouble + affliction + tribulation + afflictions + Tribulation + the anguish + of affliction + in 
afflictions + our affliction + in tribulation + of our trouble + my tribulations + our tribulation + when 
affliction + and ye burdened + and afflictions + and tribulation + in tribulations + the tribulation + his 
afflictions + that tribulation + and tribulations + shall tribulation + with my affliction + of the afflictions + 
in their affliction + shall be affliction + for when tribulation + upon the persecution + by reproaches 3680 + 
his reproach 3680 . his reproach 3680 . reproach 3680 and the snare + the reproach 3680 of Christ + by 
reproaches 3680 and afflictions + by reproaches 3680 and afflictions +/ and afflictions + by reproaches 3680 
+ his reproach 3680 . his reproach 3680 . reproach 3680 and the snare + the reproach 3680 of Christ + by 
reproaches 3680 and afflictions + by reproaches 3680 and afflictions +/ and afflictions +/ . thlipsis 
{thlip'-sis}; from 2346 + afflicted + and narrow + the afflicted + We are troubled + we be afflicted + suffer 
tribulation + they should throng + but we were troubled + to them that trouble + And to you who are 
troubled +/ ; pressure (literally or figuratively): --afflicted(-tion), anguish, burdened, persecution, 
tribulation, trouble . 

4728 + strait + the strait +/ . stenos {sten-os'}; probably from the base of 2476 + lay + still + stand + Stand + 
stood + I stand + to make + and set + And set + up stood + Standing + stanched + ye stand + he stood + 
standing + standeth + they set + we stand + to stand + and stand + him stood + and stood + him stood + him
stand + and abode + And stood + that stood + I continue + he standeth + and setteth + which stood + And I 
stood + there stood + There stood + to establish + are standing + up and stand + we establish + and standing
+ thou standest + as they stood + them they set + be established + with him stood + and to present + to their 
charge + shall not stand + unto him and set + he that standeth + And he shall set + and thou standest + he 
hath appointed + that ye may stand + by her shall stand + And they appointed + of them that stand + of 
them that stood + may be established + but there standeth + them and they stood + with them and stood + 
in me while I stood + to pass and to stand + and when they had set + And when they had set + that he may 
establish + and ye shall be brought + unto him they that stood + him unto you And they covenanted +/ ; 
narrow (from obstacles standing close about): --strait . 

4918 + thronging + him and thronged +/ . sunthlibo {soon-thlee'-bo}; from 4862 + and beside + 
accompanied +/ and 2346 + afflicted + and narrow + the afflicted + We are troubled + we be afflicted + 
suffer tribulation + they should throng + but we were troubled + to them that trouble + And to you who are 
troubled +/ ; to compress, i .e . crowd on all sides: --throng . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

9 * narrow 

1 - narrowed 

1 - narrower 

2 - narrowly 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

narrow 0213 -- /uwts -- (make) haste(-n, -y), labor, be {narrow}.

narrow 0331 -- /atam -- {narrow}, shut, stop.

narrow 2346 ** thlibo ** afflict, {narrow}, throng, suffer tribulation, trouble.

narrow 3334 -- yatsar -- be distressed, be {narrow}, be straitened (in straits), bevexed.

narrow 6862 -- tsar -- adversary, afflicted(-tion), anguish, close, distress,enemy, flint, foe, {narrow}, small, 
sorrow, strait, tribulation, trouble.

narrowed 4052 -- migra\ah -- {narrowed} rest.

narrower 6887 -- tsarar -- adversary, (be in) afflict(-ion), beseige, bind (up), (bein, bring) distress, enemy, 
{narrower}, oppress, pangs, shut up, be in astrait (trouble), vex.

narrowly 7688 shagach -- -- look ({narrowly}).

narrowly 8104 -- shamar -- beward, be circumspect, take heed (to self), keep(-er,self), mark, look 
{narrowly}, observe, preserve, regard, reserve, save(self), sure, (that lay) wait (for), watch(-man).



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

narrow 2346 thlibo * {narrow} , {2346 thlibo } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

- narrow , 0213 , 0331 , 3334 , 6862 ,

* narrow , 2346 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

narrow - 2346 afflicted, {narrow}, throng, tribulation, trouble, troubled,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

narrow 1Ki_06_04 # And for the house he made windows of narrow lights.

narrow Eze_40_16 # And [there were] narrow windows to the little chambers, and to their posts within the 
gate round about, and likewise to the arches: and windows [were] round about inward: and upon [each] 
post [were] palm trees.

narrow Eze_41_16 # The door posts, and the narrow windows, and the galleries round about on their three 
stories, over against the door, ceiled with wood round about, and from the ground up to the windows, and 
the windows [were] covered;

narrow Eze_41_26 # And [there were] narrow windows and palm trees on the one side and on the other 
side, on the sides of the porch, and [upon] the side chambers of the house, and thick planks.

narrow Isa_49_19 # For thy waste and thy desolate places, and the land of thy destruction, shall even now 
be too narrow by reason of the inhabitants, and they that swallowed thee up shall be far away.

narrow Jos_17_15 # And Joshua answered them, If thou [be] a great people, [then] get thee up to the wood 
[country], and cut down for thyself there in the land of the Perizzites and of the giants, if mount Ephraim 
be too narrow for thee.

narrow Mat_07_14 # Because strait [is] the gate, and narrow [is] the way, which leadeth unto life, and few 
there be that find it.

narrow Num_22_26 # And the angel of the LORD went further, and stood in a narrow place, where [was] 
no way to turn either to the right hand or to the left.

narrow Pro_23_27 # For a whore [is] a deep ditch; and a strange woman [is] a narrow pit.

narrowed 1Ki_06_06 # The nethermost chamber [was] five cubits broad, and the middle [was] six cubits 
broad, and the third [was] seven cubits broad: for without [in the wall] of the house he made narrowed rests
round about, that [the beams] should not be fastened in the walls of the house.

narrower Isa_28_20 # For the bed is shorter than that [a man] can stretch himself [on it]: and the covering 
narrower than that he can wrap himself [in it].

narrowly Isa_14_16 # They that see thee shall narrowly look upon thee, [and] consider thee, [saying, Is] this
the man that made the earth to tremble, that did shake kingdoms;

narrowly Job_13_27 # Thou puttest my feet also in the stocks, and lookest narrowly unto all my paths; thou
settest a print upon the heels of my feet.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

narrow by reason Isa_49_19 # For thy waste and thy desolate places, and the land of thy destruction, shall 
even now be too narrow by reason of the inhabitants, and they that swallowed thee up shall be far away.

narrow for thee Jos_17_15 # And Joshua answered them, If thou [be] a great people, [then] get thee up to 
the wood [country], and cut down for thyself there in the land of the Perizzites and of the giants, if mount 
Ephraim be too narrow for thee.

narrow is the Mat_07_14 # Because strait [is] the gate, and narrow [is] the way, which leadeth unto life, and
few there be that find it.

narrow lights 1Ki_06_04 # And for the house he made windows of narrow lights.

narrow pit Pro_23_27 # For a whore [is] a deep ditch; and a strange woman [is] a narrow pit.

narrow place where Num_22_26 # And the angel of the LORD went further, and stood in a narrow place, 
where [was] no way to turn either to the right hand or to the left.

narrow windows and Eze_41_16 # The door posts, and the narrow windows, and the galleries round about 
on their three stories, over against the door, ceiled with wood round about, and from the ground up to the 
windows, and the windows [were] covered;

narrow windows and Eze_41_26 # And [there were] narrow windows and palm trees on the one side and on
the other side, on the sides of the porch, and [upon] the side chambers of the house, and thick planks.

narrow windows to Eze_40_16 # And [there were] narrow windows to the little chambers, and to their posts
within the gate round about, and likewise to the arches: and windows [were] round about inward: and upon
[each] post [were] palm trees.

narrowed rests round 1Ki_06_06 # The nethermost chamber [was] five cubits broad, and the middle [was] 
six cubits broad, and the third [was] seven cubits broad: for without [in the wall] of the house he made 
narrowed rests round about, that [the beams] should not be fastened in the walls of the house.

narrower than that Isa_28_20 # For the bed is shorter than that [a man] can stretch himself [on it]: and the 
covering narrower than that he can wrap himself [in it].

narrowly look upon Isa_14_16 # They that see thee shall narrowly look upon thee, [and] consider thee, 
[saying, Is] this the man that made the earth to tremble, that did shake kingdoms;

narrowly unto all Job_13_27 # Thou puttest my feet also in the stocks, and lookest narrowly unto all my 
paths; thou settest a print upon the heels of my feet.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies

narrow lights 1Ki_06_04 

narrow pit Pro_23_27 

narrow place Num_22_26 

narrow windows Eze_40_16 

narrow windows Eze_41_16 

narrow windows Eze_41_26 



narrow NUM 022 026 And the angel <04397 +mal>ak > of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > went <05674 +
further <03254 +yacaph > , and stood <05975 + in a {narrow} <06862 +tsar > place <04725 +maqowm > , where 
<00834 +>aher > [ was ] no <00369 +>ayin > way <01870 +derek > to turn <05186 +natah > either to the right 
<03225 +yamiyn > hand <03325 +Yitshariy > or to the left <08040 +s@mo>wl > . 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

narrow ^ Isa_49_19 / narrow /^by reason of the inhabitants, and they that swallowed thee up shall be far 
away. 

narrow ^ Jos_17_15 / narrow /^for thee. 

narrow ^ Mat_07_14 / narrow /^is] the way, which leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it. 

narrow ^ 1Ki_06_04 / narrow /^lights. 

narrow ^ Pro_23_27 / narrow /^pit. 

narrow ^ Num_22_26 / narrow /^place, where [was] no way to turn either to the right hand or to the left. 

narrow ^ Eze_41_26 / narrow /^windows and palm trees on the one side and on the other side, on the sides 
of the porch, and [upon] the side chambers of the house, and thick planks. 

narrow ^ Eze_40_16 / narrow /^windows to the little chambers, and to their posts within the gate round 
about, and likewise to the arches: and windows [were] round about inward: and upon [each] post [were] 
palm trees. 

narrow ^ Eze_41_16 / narrow /^windows, and the galleries round about on their three stories, over against 
the door, ceiled with wood round about, and from the ground up to the windows, and the windows [were] 
covered; 

narrowed ^ 1Ki_06_06 / narrowed /^rests round about, that [the beams] should not be fastened in the walls 
of the house. 

narrower ^ Isa_28_20 / narrower /^than that he can wrap himself [in it]. 

narrowly ^ Isa_14_16 / narrowly /^look upon thee, [and] consider thee, [saying, Is] this the man that made 
the earth to tremble, that did shake kingdoms; 

narrowly ^ Job_13_27 / narrowly /^unto all my paths; thou settest a print upon the heels of my feet. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

narrow ......... and narrow 2346 -thlibo-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

narrow 1Ki_06_04 And for the house he made windows of {narrow} lights. 

narrow 1Sa_49_19 For thy waste and thy desolate places, and the land of thy destruction, shall even now be
too {narrow} by reason of the inhabitants, and they that swallowed thee up shall be far away. 

narrow Eze_40_16 And [there were] {narrow} windows to the little chambers, and to their posts within the 
gate round about, and likewise to the arches: and windows [were] round about inward: and upon [each] 
post [were] palm trees. 

narrow Eze_41_26 And [there were] {narrow} windows and palm trees on the one side and on the other 
side, on the sides of the porch, and [upon] the side chambers of the house, and thick planks. 

narrow Eze_41_16 The door posts, and the {narrow} windows, and the galleries round about on their three 
stories, over against the door, ceiled with wood round about, and from the ground up to the windows, and 
the windows [were] covered; 

narrow Jos_17_15 And Joshua answered them, If thou [be] a great people, [then] get thee up to the wood 
[country], and cut down for thyself there in the land of the Perizzites and of the giants, if mount Ephraim 
be too {narrow} for thee. 

narrow Mat_07_14 Because strait [is] the gate, and {narrow} [is] the way, which leadeth unto life, and few 
there be that find it. 

narrow Num_22_26 And the angel of the LORD went further, and stood in a {narrow} place, where [was] 
no way to turn either to the right hand or to the left. 

narrow Pro_23_27 For a whore [is] a deep ditch; and a strange woman [is] a {narrow} pit. 

narrowed 1Ki_06_06 The nethermost chamber [was] five cubits broad, and the middle [was] six cubits 
broad, and the third [was] seven cubits broad: for without [in the wall] of the house he made {narrowed} 
rests round about, that [the beams] should not be fastened in the walls of the house. 

narrower 1Sa_28_20 For the bed is shorter than that [a man] can stretch himself [on it]: and the covering 
{narrower} than that he can wrap himself [in it]. 

narrowly 1Sa_14_16 They that see thee shall {narrowly} look upon thee, [and] consider thee, [saying, Is] 
this the man that made the earth to tremble, that did shake kingdoms; 

narrowly Job_13_27 Thou puttest my feet also in the stocks, and lookest {narrowly} unto all my paths; thou
settest a print upon the heels of my feet. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

narrow ^ Mat_07_14 Because <3754> strait <4728> is the gate <4439>, and <2532> {narrow} <2346> (5772)
is the way <3598>, which <3588> leadeth <0520> (5723) unto <1519> life <2222>, and <2532> few <3641> 
there be <1526> (5748) that find <2147> (5723) it <0846>. 
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narrow 1Ki_06_04 And for the house (01004 +bayith ) he made (06213 +(asah ) windows (02474 +challown 
) of {narrow} (00331 +)atam ) lights (08261 +shaquph ) . 

narrow Eze_40_16 And [ there were ] {narrow} (00331 +)atam ) windows (02474 +challown ) to the little 
chambers (08372 +ta) ) , and to their posts (00352 +)ayil ) within (06441 +p@niymah ) the gate (08179 
+sha(ar ) round (05439 +cabiyb ) about , and likewise (03651 +ken ) to the arches (00361 +)eylam ):and 
windows (02474 +challown ) [ were ] round (05439 +cabiyb ) about inward (06441 +p@niymah ):and upon [
each ] post (00352 +)ayil ) [ were ] palm (08561 +timmor ) trees . 

narrow Eze_41_16 The door (05592 +caph ) posts (05592 +caph ) , and the {narrow} (00331 +)atam ) 
windows (02474 +challown ) , and the galleries (00862 +)attuwq ) round (05439 +cabiyb ) about on their 
three (07969 +shalowsh ) stories , over (05048 +neged ) against (05048 +neged ) the door (05592 +caph ) , 
cieled (07824 +shachiyph ) with wood (06086 +(ets ) round (05439 +cabiyb ) about , and from the ground 
(00776 +)erets ) up to the windows (02474 +challown ) , and the windows (02474 +challown ) [ were ] 
covered (03680 +kacah ) ; 

narrow Eze_41_26 And [ there were ] {narrow} (00331 +)atam ) windows (02474 +challown ) and palm 
(08561 +timmor ) trees on the one side and on the other (06311 +poh ) side , on (00413 +)el ) the sides (03802
+katheph ) of the porch (00197 +)uwlam ) , and [ upon ] the side (06763 +tsela( ) chambers (06763 +tsela( ) 
of the house (01004 +bayith ) , and thick planks (05646 +(ab ) . 

narrow Isa_49_19 For thy waste (02723 +chorbah ) and thy desolate (08074 +shamem ) places , and the 
land (00776 +)erets ) of thy destruction (02035 +hariycuwth ) , shall even (03588 +kiy ) now (06258 +(attah )
be too {narrow} (03334 +yatsar ) by reason of the inhabitants (03427 +yashab ) , and they that swallowed 
(01104 +bala( ) thee up shall be far (07368 +rachaq ) away . 

narrow Jos_17_15 And Joshua (03091 +Y@howshuwa( ) answered (00559 +)amar ) them , If (00518 +)im ) 
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thou [ be ] a great (07227 +rab ) people (05971 +(am ) , [ then ] get (05927 +(alah ) thee up to the wood 
(03293 +ya(ar ) [ country ] , and cut (01254 +bara) ) down for thyself there (08033 +sham ) in the land 
(00776 +)erets ) of the Perizzites (06522 +P@rizziy ) and of the giants (07497 +rapha) ) , if (03588 +kiy ) 
mount (02022 +har ) Ephraim (00669 +)Ephrayim ) be too {narrow} (00213 +)uwts ) for thee . 

narrow Mat_07_14 Because (3754 -hoti -) strait (4728 -stenos -) [ is ] the gate (4439 -pule -) , and {narrow} 
(2346 -thlibo -) [ is ] the way (3598 -hodos -) , which (3588 -ho -) leadeth (0520 -apago -) unto life (2222 -zoe -
) , and few (3641 -oligos -) there be that find (2147 -heurisko -) it . 

narrow Num_22_26 And the angel (04397 +mal)ak ) of the LORD (03068 +Y@hovah ) went (05674 +(abar )
further (03254 +yacaph ) , and stood (05975 +(amad ) in a {narrow} (06862 +tsar ) place (04725 +maqowm )
, where (00834 +)aher ) [ was ] no (00369 +)ayin ) way (01870 +derek ) to turn (05186 +natah ) either to the 
right (03225 +yamiyn ) hand (03325 +Yitshariy ) or to the left (08040 +s@mo)wl ) . 

narrow Pro_23_27 For a whore (02181 +zanah ) [ is ] a deep (06013 +(amoq ) ditch (07745 +shuwchah ) ; 
and a strange (05237 +nokriy ) woman [ is ] a {narrow} (06862 +tsar ) pit (00875 +@)er ) . 

narrowed 1Ki_06_06 The nethermost (08481 +tachtown ) chamber (03326 +yatsuwa( ) [ was ] five (02568 
+chamesh ) cubits (00520 +)ammah ) broad (07341 +rochab ) , and the middle (08484 +tiykown ) [ was ] six 
(08337 +shesh ) cubits (00520 +)ammah ) broad (07341 +rochab ) , and the third (07992 +sh@liyshiy ) [ was 
] seven (07651 +sheba( ) cubits (00520 +)ammah ) broad (07341 +rochab ):for without (02351 +chuwts ) [ in 
the wall ] of the house (01004 +bayith ) he made (05414 +nathan ) {narrowed} (04052 +migra(ah ) rests 
round (05439 +cabiyb ) about , that [ the beams ] should not be fastened (00270 +)achaz ) in the walls 
(07023 +qiyr ) of the house (01004 +bayith ) . 

narrower Isa_28_20 For the bed (04702 +matstsa( ) is shorter (07114 +qatsar ) than that [ a man (00376 
+)iysh ) ] can stretch (08311 +sara( ) himself [ on it ] :and the covering (04541 +maccekah ) {narrower} 
(06887 +tsarar ) than that he can wrap (03664 +kanac ) himself [ in it ] . 

narrowly Isa_14_16 They that see (07200 +ra)ah ) thee shall {narrowly} look (07688 +shagach ) upon thee , 
[ and ] consider (00995 +biyn ) thee , [ saying (00559 +)amar ) , Is ] this (02088 +zeh ) the man (00376 +)iysh
) that made the earth (00776 +)erets ) to tremble (07264 +ragaz ) , that did shake (07493 +ra(ash ) kingdoms
(04467 +mamlakah ) ; 

narrowly Job_13_27 Thou puttest (07760 +suwm ) my feet (07272 +regel ) also in the stocks (05465 +cad ) , 
and lookest (08104 +shamar ) {narrowly} (08104 +shamar ) unto all (03605 +kol ) my paths (00734 +)orach 
) ; thou settest a print (02707 +chaqah ) upon the heels (08323 +sarar ) of my feet (07272 +regel ) . 
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narrow , 1KI , 6:4 narrow , EZE , 40:16 , EZE , 41:16 , EZE , 41:26 narrow , ISA , 49:19 narrow , JOS , 17:15 narrow , MT , 7:14 narrow , NU , 22:26 narrow , PR , 23:27 narrowed , 1KI , 6:6 narrower , ISA , 28:19 narrowly , ISA , 
14:16 narrowly , JOB , 13:27 adorning 2889 # kosmos {kos'-mos}; probably from the base of 2865; orderly arrangement, i.e. decoration; by implication, the world (in a wide or narrow sense, including its inhabitants, literally or 
figuratively [morally]): -- {adorning}, world.[ql apron 4612 # simikinthion {sim-ee-kin'-thee-on}; of Latin origin; a semicinctium or half-girding, i.e. narrow covering (apron): -- {apron}.[ql narrow 2346 # thlibo {thlee'-bo}; akin to the
base of 5147; to crowd (literally or figuratively): -- afflict, {narrow}, throng, suffer tribulation, trouble.[ql strait 4728 # stenos {sten-os'}; probably from the base of 2476; narrow (from obstacles standing close about): -- {strait}.[ql 
world 2889 # kosmos {kos'-mos}; probably from the base of 2865; orderly arrangement, i.e. decoration; by implication, the world (in a wide or narrow sense, including its inhabitants, literally or figuratively [morally]): -- adorning, 
{world}.[ql narrow Interlinear Index Study narrow NUM 022 026 And the angel <04397 +mal>ak > of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > went <05674 + further <03254 +yacaph > , and stood <05975 + in a {narrow} <06862 +tsar > 
place <04725 +maqowm > , where <00834 +>aher > [ was ] no <00369 +>ayin > way <01870 +derek > to turn <05186 +natah > either to the right <03225 +yamiyn > hand <03325 +Yitshariy > or to the left <08040 +s@mo>wl > . 
narrow JOS 017 015 And Joshua <03091 +Y@howshuwa< > answered <00559 +>amar > them , If <00518 +>im > thou [ be ] a great <07227 +rab > people <05971 + , [ then ] get <05927 + thee up to the wood <03293 +ya [ country ] 
, and cut <01254 +bara> > down for thyself there <08033 +sham > in the land <00776 +>erets > of the Perizzites <06522 +P@rizziy > and of the giants <07497 +rapha> > , if <03588 +kiy > mount <02022 +har > Ephraim <00669 
+>Ephrayim > be too {narrow} <00213 +>uwts > for thee . narrow 1KI 006 004 And for the house <01004 +bayith > he made <06213 + windows <02474 +challown > of {narrow} <00331 +>atam > lights <08261 +shaquph > . 
narrow PRO 023 027 For a whore <02181 +zanah > [ is ] a deep <06013 + ditch <07745 +shuwchah > ; and a strange <05237 +nokriy > woman [ is ] a {narrow} <06862 +tsar > pit <00875 +@>er > . narrow ISA 049 019 For thy 
waste <02723 +chorbah > and thy desolate <08074 +shamem > places , and the land <00776 +>erets > of thy destruction <02035 +hariycuwth > , shall even <03588 +kiy > now <06258 + be too {narrow} <03334 +yatsar > by reason 
of the inhabitants <03427 +yashab > , and they that swallowed <01104 +bala< > thee up shall be far <07368 +rachaq > away . narrow EZE 040 016 And [ there were ] {narrow} <00331 +>atam > windows <02474 +challown > to the 
little chambers <08372 +ta> > , and to their posts <00352 +>ayil > within <06441 +p@niymah > the gate <08179 +sha round <05439 +cabiyb > about , and likewise <03651 +ken > to the arches <00361 +>eylam > : and windows 
<02474 +challown > [ were ] round <05439 +cabiyb > about inward <06441 +p@niymah > : and upon [ each ] post <00352 +>ayil > [ were ] palm <08561 +timmor > trees . narrow EZE 041 016 The door <05592 +caph > posts 
<05592 +caph > , and the {narrow} <00331 +>atam > windows <02474 +challown > , and the galleries <00862 +>attuwq > round <05439 +cabiyb > about on their three <07969 +shalowsh > stories , over <05048 +neged > against 
<05048 +neged > the door <05592 +caph > , cieled <07824 +shachiyph > with wood <06086 + round <05439 +cabiyb > about , and from the ground <00776 +>erets > up to the windows <02474 +challown > , and the windows 
<02474 +challown > [ were ] covered <03680 +kacah > ; narrow EZE 041 026 And [ there were ] {narrow} <00331 +>atam > windows <02474 +challown > and palm <08561 +timmor > trees on the one side and on the other <06311 
+poh > side , on <00413 +>el > the sides <03802 +katheph > of the porch <00197 +>uwlam > , and [ upon ] the side <06763 +tsela< > chambers <06763 +tsela< > of the house <01004 +bayith > , and thick planks <05646 + . narrow 
MAT 007 014 Because <3754 -hoti -> strait <4728 -stenos - > [ is ] the gate <4439 -pule -> , and {narrow} <2346 -thlibo -> [ is ] the way <3598 -hodos -> , which <3588 -ho -> leadeth <0520 -apago -> unto life <2222 -zoe -> , and 
few <3641 -oligos - > there be that find <2147 -heurisko -> it . if mount ephraim be too narrow for thee narrow lights <1KI6 -:4 > narrow pit narrow place narrow windows narrow windows narrow windows shall even now be too 
narrow by reason - narrow , 0213 , 0331 , 3334 , 6862 , * narrow , 2346 , narrow NUM 022 026 And the angel <04397 +mal>ak > of the LORD <03068 +Y@hovah > went <05674 + further <03254 +yacaph > , and stood <05975 + in 
a {narrow} <06862 +tsar > place <04725 +maqowm > , where <00834 +>aher > [ was ] no <00369 +>ayin > way <01870 +derek > to turn <05186 +natah > either to the right <03225 +yamiyn > hand <03325 +Yitshariy > or to the left 
<08040 +s@mo>wl > . * narrow , 2346 thlibo , narrow -2346 afflicted, {narrow}, throng, tribulation, trouble, troubled, narrow -0213 haste , hasted , hastened , hasteth , hasty , labour , {narrow} , narrow -0331 {narrow} , shutteth , 
stoppeth , narrow -3334 distressed , {narrow} , straitened , straits , vexed , narrow -6862 adversaries , adversary , adversity , afflicted , affliction , anguish , close , distress , distresses , enemies , enemy , foes , {narrow} , small , sorrow ,
strait , tribulation , trouble , narrowed -4052 {narrowed} , narrower -6887 adversaries , adversary , afflict , afflicted , besiege , bind , bindeth , bound , distress , distressed , enemies , enemy , {narrower} , oppresseth , pangs , shut , strait 
, trouble , vex , vexed , years , narrowly -8104 beware , circumspect , heed , keep , keeper , keepers , keepest , keepeth , keeping , kept , lookest , mark , marked , markest , marketh , {narrowly} , observe , observed , observest , 
observeth , preserve , preserved , preserveth , regard , regardeth , reserveth , save , saved , spies , sure , takest , wait , waited , waiteth , waiting , watch , watched , watchman , watchmen , narrow 0213 -- /uwts -- (make) haste(-n, -y), 
labor, be {narrow}. narrow 0331 -- /atam -- {narrow}, shut, stop. narrow 3334 -- yatsar -- be distressed, be {narrow}, be straitened (in straits), bevexed. narrow 6862 -- tsar -- adversary, afflicted(-tion), anguish, close, distress,enemy, 
flint, foe, {narrow}, small, sorrow, strait, tribulation, trouble. narrow 2346 ** thlibo ** afflict, {narrow}, throng, suffer tribulation, trouble. narrowed 4052 -- migra\ah -- {narrowed} rest. narrower 6887 -- tsarar -- adversary, (be in) 
afflict(-ion), beseige, bind (up), (bein, bring) distress, enemy, {narrower}, oppress, pangs, shut up, be in astrait (trouble), vex. narrowly 7688 shagach -- -- look ({narrowly}). narrowly 8104 -- shamar -- beward, be circumspect, take 
heed (to self), keep(-er,self), mark, look {narrowly}, observe, preserve, regard, reserve, save(self), sure, (that lay) wait (for), watch(- man). narrow ......... and narrow 2346 -thlibo-> narrow 0213 ## >uwts {oots}; a primitive root; to 
press; (by implication) to be close, hurry, withdraw: -- (make) haste(-n, - y), labor, be {narrow}. [ql narrow 0331 ## >atam {aw-tam'}; a primitive root; to close (the lips or ears); by analology to contract (a window by bevelled jambs): -
- {narrow}, shut, stop. [ql narrow 3334 ## yatsar {yaw-tsar'}; a primitive root; to press (intransitive), i.e . be narrow; figuratively, be in distress: -- be distressed, be {narrow}, be straitened (in straits), be vexed. [ql narrow 6862 ## tsar 
{tsar}; or tsar {tsawr}; from 6887; narrow; (as a noun) a tight place (usually figuratively, i.e. trouble); also a pebble (as in 6864); (transitive) an opponent (as crowding): -- adversary, afflicted(-tion), anguish, close, distress, enemy, flint,
foe, {narrow}, small, sorrow, strait, tribulation, trouble.[ql narrow 2346 # thlibo {thlee'-bo}; akin to the base of 5147; to crowd (literally or figuratively): -- afflict, {narrow}, throng, suffer tribulation, trouble.[ql narrowed 4052 ## 
migra And the angel of the LORD went further, and stood in a {narrow} place, where [was] no way to turn either to the right hand or to the left. narrow And Joshua answered them, If thou [be] a great people, [then] get thee up to the 
wood [country], and cut down for thyself there in the land of the Perizzites and of the giants, if mount Ephraim be too {narrow} for thee. narrow <1KI6 -4> And for the house he made windows of {narrow} lights. narrow For a whore 
[is] a deep ditch; and a strange woman [is] a {narrow} pit. narrow For thy waste and thy desolate places, and the land of thy destruction, shall even now be too {narrow} by reason of the inhabitants, and they that swallowed thee up 
shall be far away. narrow And [there were] {narrow} windows to the little chambers, and to their posts within the gate round about, and likewise to the arches: and windows [were] round about inward: and upon [each] post [were] palm
trees. narrow The door posts, and the {narrow} windows, and the galleries round about on their three stories, over against the door, ceiled with wood round about, and from the ground up to the windows, and the windows [were] 
covered; narrow And [there were] {narrow} windows and palm trees on the one side and on the other side, on the sides of the porch, and [upon] the side chambers of the house, and thick planks. narrow Because strait [is] the gate, and 
{narrow} [is] the way, which leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it. 



narrow , 1KI , 6:4 narrow , EZE , 40:16 , EZE , 41:16 , EZE , 41:26 narrow , ISA , 49:19 narrow , JOS , 17:15 
narrow , MT , 7:14 narrow , NU , 22:26 narrow , PR , 23:27 narrowed , 1KI , 6:6 narrower , ISA , 28:19 narrowly 
, ISA , 14:16 narrowly , JOB , 13:27



adorning 2889 # kosmos {kos'-mos}; probably from the base of 2865; orderly arrangement, i.e. decoration; by 
implication, the world (in a wide or narrow sense, including its inhabitants, literally or figuratively [morally]): -- 
{adorning}, world.[ql apron 4612 # simikinthion {sim-ee-kin'-thee-on}; of Latin origin; a semicinctium or 
half-girding, i.e. narrow covering (apron): -- {apron}.[ql narrow 2346 # thlibo {thlee'-bo}; akin to the base of 
5147; to crowd (literally or figuratively): -- afflict, {narrow}, throng, suffer tribulation, trouble.[ql strait 4728 # 
stenos {sten-os'}; probably from the base of 2476; narrow (from obstacles standing close about): -- {strait}.[ql 
world 2889 # kosmos {kos'-mos}; probably from the base of 2865; orderly arrangement, i.e. decoration; by 
implication, the world (in a wide or narrow sense, including its inhabitants, literally or figuratively [morally]): -- 
adorning, {world}.[ql



* narrow , 2346 thlibo ,



narrow -2346 afflicted, {narrow}, throng, tribulation, trouble, troubled,



narrow -0213 haste , hasted , hastened , hasteth , hasty , labour , {narrow} , narrow -0331 {narrow} , shutteth , 
stoppeth , narrow -3334 distressed , {narrow} , straitened , straits , vexed , narrow -6862 adversaries , adversary , 
adversity , afflicted , affliction , anguish , close , distress , distresses , enemies , enemy , foes , {narrow} , small , 
sorrow , strait , tribulation , trouble , narrowed -4052 {narrowed} , narrower -6887 adversaries , adversary , afflict 
, afflicted , besiege , bind , bindeth , bound , distress , distressed , enemies , enemy , {narrower} , oppresseth , 
pangs , shut , strait , trouble , vex , vexed , years , narrowly -8104 beware , circumspect , heed , keep , keeper , 
keepers , keepest , keepeth , keeping , kept , lookest , mark , marked , markest , marketh , {narrowly} , observe , 
observed , observest , observeth , preserve , preserved , preserveth , regard , regardeth , reserveth , save , saved , 
spies , sure , takest , wait , waited , waiteth , waiting , watch , watched , watchman , watchmen ,



narrow 0213 -- /uwts -- (make) haste(-n, -y), labor, be {narrow}. narrow 0331 -- /atam -- {narrow}, shut, stop. 
narrow 3334 -- yatsar -- be distressed, be {narrow}, be straitened (in straits), bevexed. narrow 6862 -- tsar -- 
adversary, afflicted(-tion), anguish, close, distress,enemy, flint, foe, {narrow}, small, sorrow, strait, tribulation, 
trouble. narrow 2346 ** thlibo ** afflict, {narrow}, throng, suffer tribulation, trouble. narrowed 4052 -- migra\ah -
- {narrowed} rest. narrower 6887 -- tsarar -- adversary, (be in) afflict(-ion), beseige, bind (up), (bein, bring) 
distress, enemy, {narrower}, oppress, pangs, shut up, be in astrait (trouble), vex. narrowly 7688 shagach -- -- look 
({narrowly}). narrowly 8104 -- shamar -- beward, be circumspect, take heed (to self), keep(-er,self), mark, look 
{narrowly}, observe, preserve, regard, reserve, save(self), sure, (that lay) wait (for), watch(- man).





narrow ......... and narrow 2346 -thlibo->



narrow 0213 ## >uwts {oots}; a primitive root; to press; (by implication) to be close, hurry, withdraw: -- (make) 
haste(-n, - y), labor, be {narrow}. [ql narrow 0331 ## >atam {aw-tam'}; a primitive root; to close (the lips or ears);
by analology to contract (a window by bevelled jambs): -- {narrow}, shut, stop. [ql narrow 3334 ## yatsar 
{yaw-tsar'}; a primitive root; to press (intransitive), i.e . be narrow; figuratively, be in distress: -- be distressed, be 
{narrow}, be straitened (in straits), be vexed. [ql narrow 6862 ## tsar {tsar}; or tsar {tsawr}; from 6887; narrow; 
(as a noun) a tight place (usually figuratively, i.e. trouble); also a pebble (as in 6864); (transitive) an opponent (as 
crowding): -- adversary, afflicted(-tion), anguish, close, distress, enemy, flint, foe, {narrow}, small, sorrow, strait, 
tribulation, trouble.[ql narrow 2346 # thlibo {thlee'-bo}; akin to the base of 5147; to crowd (literally or 
figuratively): -- afflict, {narrow}, throng, suffer tribulation, trouble.[ql narrowed 4052 ## migra
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narrow Interlinear Index Study narrow NUM 022 026 And the angel <04397 +mal>ak > of the LORD <03068 
+Y@hovah > went <05674 + further <03254 +yacaph > , and stood <05975 + in a {narrow} <06862 +tsar > place
<04725 +maqowm > , where <00834 +>aher > [ was ] no <00369 +>ayin > way <01870 +derek > to turn <05186 
+natah > either to the right <03225 +yamiyn > hand <03325 +Yitshariy > or to the left <08040 +s@mo>wl > . 
narrow JOS 017 015 And Joshua <03091 +Y@howshuwa< > answered <00559 +>amar > them , If <00518 +>im 
> thou [ be ] a great <07227 +rab > people <05971 + , [ then ] get <05927 + thee up to the wood <03293 +ya [ 
country ] , and cut <01254 +bara> > down for thyself there <08033 +sham > in the land <00776 +>erets > of the 
Perizzites <06522 +P@rizziy > and of the giants <07497 +rapha> > , if <03588 +kiy > mount <02022 +har > 
Ephraim <00669 +>Ephrayim > be too {narrow} <00213 +>uwts > for thee . narrow 1KI 006 004 And for the 
house <01004 +bayith > he made <06213 + windows <02474 +challown > of {narrow} <00331 +>atam > lights 
<08261 +shaquph > . narrow PRO 023 027 For a whore <02181 +zanah > [ is ] a deep <06013 + ditch <07745 
+shuwchah > ; and a strange <05237 +nokriy > woman [ is ] a {narrow} <06862 +tsar > pit <00875 +@>er > . 
narrow ISA 049 019 For thy waste <02723 +chorbah > and thy desolate <08074 +shamem > places , and the land 
<00776 +>erets > of thy destruction <02035 +hariycuwth > , shall even <03588 +kiy > now <06258 + be too 
{narrow} <03334 +yatsar > by reason of the inhabitants <03427 +yashab > , and they that swallowed <01104 
+bala< > thee up shall be far <07368 +rachaq > away . narrow EZE 040 016 And [ there were ] {narrow} <00331 
+>atam > windows <02474 +challown > to the little chambers <08372 +ta> > , and to their posts <00352 +>ayil >
within <06441 +p@niymah > the gate <08179 +sha round <05439 +cabiyb > about , and likewise <03651 +ken > 
to the arches <00361 +>eylam > : and windows <02474 +challown > [ were ] round <05439 +cabiyb > about 
inward <06441 +p@niymah > : and upon [ each ] post <00352 +>ayil > [ were ] palm <08561 +timmor > trees . 
narrow EZE 041 016 The door <05592 +caph > posts <05592 +caph > , and the {narrow} <00331 +>atam > 
windows <02474 +challown > , and the galleries <00862 +>attuwq > round <05439 +cabiyb > about on their 
three <07969 +shalowsh > stories , over <05048 +neged > against <05048 +neged > the door <05592 +caph > , 
cieled <07824 +shachiyph > with wood <06086 + round <05439 +cabiyb > about , and from the ground <00776 
+>erets > up to the windows <02474 +challown > , and the windows <02474 +challown > [ were ] covered 
<03680 +kacah > ; narrow EZE 041 026 And [ there were ] {narrow} <00331 +>atam > windows <02474 
+challown > and palm <08561 +timmor > trees on the one side and on the other <06311 +poh > side , on <00413 
+>el > the sides <03802 +katheph > of the porch <00197 +>uwlam > , and [ upon ] the side <06763 +tsela< > 
chambers <06763 +tsela< > of the house <01004 +bayith > , and thick planks <05646 + . narrow MAT 007 014 
Because <3754 -hoti -> strait <4728 -stenos - > [ is ] the gate <4439 -pule -> , and {narrow} <2346 -thlibo -> [ is ]
the way <3598 -hodos -> , which <3588 -ho -> leadeth <0520 -apago -> unto life <2222 -zoe -> , and few <3641 -
oligos - > there be that find <2147 -heurisko -> it .



if mount ephraim be too narrow for thee narrow lights <1KI6 -:4 > narrow pit narrow place narrow windows 
narrow windows narrow windows shall even now be too narrow by reason 



narrow 049 019 Isa /^{narrow /by reason of the inhabitants , and they that swallowed thee up shall be far away . 
narrow 017 015 Jos /^{narrow /for thee. narrow 007 014 Mat /${narrow /is the way , which leadeth unto life , and 
few there be that find it . narrow 006 004 IKi /^{narrow /lights . narrow 023 027 Pro /^{narrow /pit . narrow 022 
026 Num /^{narrow /place , where was no way to turn either to the right hand or to the left . narrow 041 016 Eze 
/^{narrow /windows , and the galleries round about on their three stories , over against the door , cieled with wood
round about , and from the ground up to the windows , and the windows were covered ; narrow 041 026 Eze 
/^{narrow /windows and palm trees on the one side and on the other side, on the sides of the porch , and upon the 
side chambers of the house , and thick planks . narrow 040 016 Eze /^{narrow /windows to the little chambers , 
and to their posts within the gate round about , and likewise to the arches : and windows were round about inward 
: and upon each post were palm trees . narrowed 006 006 IKi /^{narrowed /rests round about , that the beams 
should not be fastened in the walls of the house . narrower 028 020 Isa /^{narrower /than that he can wrap himself 
in it. narrowly 014 016 Isa /^{narrowly /look upon thee, and consider thee, saying, Is this the man that made the 
earth to tremble , that did shake kingdoms ; narrowly 013 027 Job /^{narrowly /unto all my paths ; thou settest a 
print upon the heels of my feet .



narrow 9 * narrowed 1 - narrower 1 - narrowly 2 -



- narrow , 0213 , 0331 , 3334 , 6862 , * narrow , 2346 , 



narrow And the angel of the LORD went further, and stood in a {narrow} place, where [was] no way to turn either
to the right hand or to the left. narrow And Joshua answered them, If thou [be] a great people, [then] get thee up to
the wood [country], and cut down for thyself there in the land of the Perizzites and of the giants, if mount Ephraim
be too {narrow} for thee. narrow <1KI6 -4> And for the house he made windows of {narrow} lights. narrow For a
whore [is] a deep ditch; and a strange woman [is] a {narrow} pit. narrow For thy waste and thy desolate places, 
and the land of thy destruction, shall even now be too {narrow} by reason of the inhabitants, and they that 
swallowed thee up shall be far away. narrow And [there were] {narrow} windows to the little chambers, and to 
their posts within the gate round about, and likewise to the arches: and windows [were] round about inward: and 
upon [each] post [were] palm trees. narrow The door posts, and the {narrow} windows, and the galleries round 
about on their three stories, over against the door, ceiled with wood round about, and from the ground up to the 
windows, and the windows [were] covered; narrow And [there were] {narrow} windows and palm trees on the 
one side and on the other side, on the sides of the porch, and [upon] the side chambers of the house, and thick 
planks. narrow Because strait [is] the gate, and {narrow} [is] the way, which leadeth unto life, and few there be 
that find it.
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